Mr Bill Hilliard - Homebush BHS
Says Farewell and Thank You

Bill Hilliard - Deputy Principal is finally retiring and apart from the staff and students the parent body will miss him as he seems to be ever present. Bill has been primarily responsible for student welfare and many parents know of his excellent organisation of the year 6 transition days and tours of the school. The students meet Bill on year 7 camp and know they have a friend for life (well 6 years anyway). The parents are reacquainted with Bill at the first P and C meeting where explains the schools welfare program designed to support their sons. He loves explaining the 5 T gang and the meaning of the rhyme “Don’t touch; don’t tease; don’t take; don’t truant and do tuck your shirt in”.

Bill is a Homebush icon and he is always found under the famous fig tree. Before school, recess, lunch, after school and on week ends; he is there. The tree tries in vain to steal the limelight from Bill but it is only a natural wonder. Bill is the stuff of legends. Bill uses the shelter of its branches to run life lessons for the boys at the school. This is known as “Fig Tree Philosophy”. Many students remember being taught by Bill under the tree and sometimes there would be vast numbers of students as Bill would combine classes to ensure no student missed out on a well structured lesson.

Bill is a leader of learning and teaching in the Social Science faculty making sure that his specialty, the Business Studies course is well taught. Bill is an HSC marker and is great exponent of the Quality Teaching model. Bill has also been a sports coach taking the year 7 boys through their early travel training as well rugby skills.

The local newspapers are full of Bill’s articles on his beloved Homebush and for this reason our school needs no promotions officer. We have Bill.

Bill is part and parcel of the community and culture of Homebush and he will be sorely missed. Bill loves the school dearly, and the school loves “Billy Boy”.

Bill in his office
Rob Wills - English

Rob Wills is about to retire and we wish him well. English teachers are always passionate about their subject but Rob takes this passion to new heights. He is, and has always been, a magnificent exponent of the teaching of English literature. He has assisted staff and been available for pre-service teachers to act as mentors for all who wish to improve their English teaching skills. Rob is approachable and his happy outgoing manner will be missed not only by his colleagues but also by the students who were fortunate enough to be allocated to his brilliantly managed classroom. We wish Rob well in his retirement and hope we hear tales of his travels around the globe.

Christine Rizos - Mathematics

Christine retires this year and her work on the Maths faculty has been excellent. Christine is an exacting teacher whose meticulous attention to detail has been valued by her students and her colleagues. When Chris came from Randwick Boys High she quickly found a niche in the Merit award system and used her skills at calligraphy to produce literally thousands of awards for the students. This award system is a key plank in the Welfare platform of the school and this aspect will be sorely missed. Best wishes for you Christine and happy retirement.

Andrew Fairley - English

Andrew isn’t retiring but he is moving on from Homebush. Andrew is a skilled teacher and his wonderful energy has been widely appreciated around the school especially in his role as Year Adviser. Andrew has shown his true aptitude for the welfare role so it was not surprising that he would be promoted to Head Teacher Welfare in another school. Andrew is moving to Turramurra High and the gain is our great loss. Andrew has never stopped working for the students (he is currently year adviser for year 10) and as an English teacher he has shown great skill and flare. He is wonderful teacher and coach and he is an excellent Futsal coach and player. We wish Andrew well in his new school. Joanna Carrasco has kindly offered to take over the reigns of year adviser and this is greatly appreciated.

Mark Standen - Science

Mark has succumbed to the allure of the dart (England) and is moving to London to live. Mark has been an amazing teacher on the science staff and h will be sorely missed by the students and staff. Of late he has been instrumental in keeping the Duke of Edinburgh scheme going by supporting Michael Thomson on walks and organisation. Best wishes Mark from all your friends at the ‘bush.

Milton Molinar

Milton has been the Head Cleaner for about 12 years and he has become a well known and well liked character around the school. Milton has seen about 5 cleaning companies come and go but he has stayed solidly in-place. Milton’s job is tough, opening up at 4.30 am then retuning later to finish at 6.30 pm but he has rarely missed a day. Milton is usually the first person to see security breaches and he promptly reports these to the General Assistant or the Deputy Principals. Milton is a most responsible and dedicated worker but he has always taken his role very seriously because he loves this school. His first thoughts are always for the safety of students and staff.

Milton is a fair and thoughtful manager and has always taken great pride in his work and care for his staff. He was appointed by the cleaning staff as a union rep and he has fought tenaciously for just rights and conditions for cleaning staff.
Milton has been asked to consider part time work in the future as a supervisor of the community users so we may continue to see him around the school.

And there is more ...

The school has been lucky to have wonderful temporary staff to assist in the maintenance of quality education. Many great staff have concluded their appointments and are moving on. Roger Doenau has kept the library program going magnificently. Anne Louise Pociask has worked tirelessly on History. On social science Emma Kench, Jillian Sproule and Belinda Rawlinson have brilliantly supported the many courses run by that faculty. On ESL we have been assisted by the versatile Ms Amalta Sahay. On Maths Mr Ian Wilson has been excellent as has been Ms Nazren Wilson. Thank you to all those staff that gave so much to the school in 2011.

New staff

At the time of writing we welcome new staff including Mr Kamie Khurshed (Deputy Principal), Ms Pamela Vine (Head Teacher Administration), Ms Cathie McIntyre (Social Science Teacher) and Ms Sharon Cuneen (PDHPE teacher). All staff will start in the New Year.
Report on Year 9 Elective History Excursion to the Justice and Police Museum

On Thursday 8th December, Year 9 History Elective students went on an excursion to the Police and Justice Museum at Circular Quay.

First we went into the old courtroom and learnt all about how the courts worked in the 19th and 20th centuries. We were told that the buildings of the museum were originally built in the 1800s and after their close in the late 1900s the buildings were refurbished and turned into a museum.

After learning how the police station area worked backed then we then went to the place where they kept an assortment of confiscated weapons from the 19th century. Learning about all the different weapons, criminals and crimes of the time was really interesting and we all enjoyed it.

The last part of the museums tour was checking out the old jail cells and learning about how policing changed during the time of the police station. We also found out about how DNA testing has been used in crimes and we were told about the two intriguing cases, the Graham Thorne kidnapping and the Pyjama Girl mystery, and about how DNA testing influenced these cases.

Mrs. A. Pociask

GEOGRAPHY TRIVIA 2011.

Geography Trivia day was a lot of fun. We missed our full on Friday at school for a day of Geography challenges. We travelled to St Marys Band Club to strain our brains in this fantastic competition. The smart 12 students from our school in year 8 were chosen and guided by Mr. Innasi.

On our arrival at the Band Club, we were warmly welcomed by the organisers. We were grouped in to two groups, and shown our tables by the organisers. About 25 schools have participated in this trivia contest. The organisers have set several rounds of variety. Each round of task focused on countries, celebrity, topographical maps, Animals, National currency, capital, geographical skills, music of various countries and other wide range of areas and topics. Homebush boys finished 8th rank scoring about 110 points.

Overall, we not only learnt that Geography can be exciting and extremely fun but also this provided us an opportunity to gain wisdom to appreciate the amazing geographical knowledge and understanding.

This report prepared by Master. Srinivas Byreddy, 8A
**PDHPE report 2011**

The PDHPE faculty had a great year, highlighted by development of curriculum based strategies. This has expanded our teaching repertoire and increased the engagement of the students.

We have continued to maintain a focus on technology in the classroom and look for new ways to motivate our students on the playing field. Game Sense approach has again been a priority of our teaching in the practical domain; increasing the significance and engagement of the students.

**Year 7:** The focus for year 7 in PDHPE is very much on finding out who they are, how they are going to change and how they can be better people. We looked at many subject areas, ranging from fitness, relationships and challenges through to support, bullying and resilience. The students were exposed to a variety of teaching styles, with the use of the excellent teaching resources now available to us, such as the interactive whiteboards.

In practical classes, year 7 began with team games, and then moved into perhaps their biggest challenges of their short high school careers- fitness testing. The Beep-tests and 1.6km runs were completed, with improvement sought in the repeat performance at the end of the year. Term 1 and 2 had the classes participating in different sporting and skill activities, such as basketball, Oztag, Walla-rugby and cricket. Term 3 has seen the students use their skills and fitness to raise money for the National Heart Foundation through the Jump Rope for Heart program. This raised over $1500! This has proven to be a great success and will no doubt be implemented again in 2010. Term 4 has allowed the students to participate in activities that have similar characteristics; allowing skill development over a range of areas, not just specific sports. This is known as the Game Sense approach and has the students participating in sports such as Net/court games, Striking and fielding games, Invasion games and Target games.

**Year 8:** Year 8 have had a major focus on literacy strategies in the classroom. We have incorporated many of the Reading for Understanding strategies projected in earlier professional development. This has added to the content delivered in units dealing with risk taking and Bullying.

Towards the end of the year, we have introduced the use of a novel. The novel Lockie Leonard by Tim Winton deals with many of the issues associated with teenagers at this developmental stage and complements the content being delivered in our theory lessons, such as changes and challenges. This initiative is aimed at increasing our year 8 boys interest in reading and developing their comprehension skills. The relevance of the book and the ease of which it is to read lends itself to being a quality inclusion.

Year 8 have involved themselves strongly in practical lessons. A major focus for the year was the Premier’s Sporting Challenge. This program was coordinated by Mr Daniel Carrozza and saw the boys logging the time they have spent performing physical activity throughout a given week. The students have been rewarded for their efforts with a certificate to include in their portfolios.

**Year 9:** There has been continued development in the use of technology with the year 9 students using their DER laptops. This has allowed for increased depth of knowledge and understanding of content areas such as drug use, nutrition and physical fitness. They have developed new presentation skills and increased the skills needed to be effective learners in the 21st Century, such as creativity, flexibility and a handling a myriad of communication formats.

As year 9 students have developed to a greater level than those in younger years, we have seen increased competition and challenges within PE classes. Motivation is always a difficult issue, with a technique being implemented that sees the students either set their own goals or be assigned goals to be achieved by the end of the period. Students are rewarded for their attainment of the goals.

Physical Activity and Sports Studies (PASS) has again been popular as an elective course.
The depth of knowledge needs to span areas such as anatomy and physiology to sports coaching and ethical issues of sport.

Students have had the opportunity to participate in many areas of physical activity and sport, such as world games and those associated with lifelong physical activity, such as Golf. They were exposed to Rugby League coaching as participants and also placed in the position of coaching the class.

**Year 10:** Year 10 students come to this course with greater levels of maturity. As such, we deal with many issues associated with being a young man in today’s society. They have been exposed to issues surrounding Mental health, drug use and sexual activity. They have looked at road safety and have been extensively involved in examining the health issues surrounding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

A major achievement of the year 10 cohort was the excellent application of writing skills that have been explicitly taught, not only throughout PDHPE in the past 3 years, but across all KLA’s. A majority of extended responses in the first assessment task and in the final examination displayed the essential components of a written report, showing excellent knowledge interpretation and communication.

Year 10 PASS continue to examine the issues surrounding sport in Australia. They have also engaged in event management, examined drugs use in sport and improved their sports nutrition knowledge.

Sport participation plays a major part in the year 10 PASS course and has given the students an opportunity to advance their skills beyond what is capable in general PDHPE classes.

**Year 11:** Year 11 have now completed their first year of senior studies in the Stage 6 PDHPE course, SLR and Sports Coaching courses.

The students have adjusted well to the increased workload and expectations placed on them.

Both year 11 PDHPE and Sports Coaching have achieved their Senior First Aid certificates. A valuable asset for both school and the involvement in the wider community.

The new Sports Coaching course has given students the opportunity to enhance their coaching abilities. They have assisted in all sports carnivals this year and acted as officials at representative and primary school carnivals. The students have also taken strong steps in their development by coaching year 8 classes in Rugby League.

**Year 12:** Year 12 have now completed their schooling and results are pending. They have been a fantastic group of students who will do brilliantly in the future.

We have been fortunate to have a variety of visiting organizations to the school over the past year. All of which have contributed to the development and welfare of the students.

The faculty has had to adjust to the retirement of Ron Tedford in August this year. His humour, experience, passion for teaching and sport and his love of life have been missed since his retirement, but we know he is doing his best to relax.

*Mr Jonathon Sculthorpe*
The day was filled with grey clouds. It didn’t seem like a perfect day for a trip to Luna Park, but it still went ahead. During roll call the students of year 9 commerce was called upon to mark their names off and were given workbooks to work throughout the day. Once this long process was done, we all boarded buses. About half an hour after boarding the bus we arrived at Milson’s point which was situated below the Sydney Harbour Bridge and was also where Luna Park was located.

Then after we made our way towards the entrance of the park, making remarks on the physical appearance of the park. We were then stationery for about 10 minutes to mark our names off and was instructed to check back every at specific times. We were also given specific instructions on the terms and conditions of entry and how we should behave when we enter the park. Everyone decided to take a stroll, to decide what rides would best suit them, when the rides are opened. The atmosphere was filled with discussions, opinions and laughter as well as excitement.

Half an hour has passed and as instructed earlier was to assemble at the entrance. The teachers then marked our names and handed out unlimited ride passes, which caught everyone’s attention. We were allowed after to go and ride as much rides as we desire. There were a variety of rides to choose from. Many people favoured the Flying saucer, Tango train and the Ranger as their favourite rides. Many disappointments arise due to the fact that the rotor was out of service. Many students chose to enjoy their lunches after they rode the rides, to prevent any mayhem which might occur during or after the riding the rides.

As the day went on we checked in and checked out on an hourly basis. The atmosphere of the park was filled with the screams of the people who were riding the fly saucer, tango train as well as the ranger. Many students hesitated was disappointed that they were required to complete a workbook.

Near the end of the day, the rotor was vacant, and only caught the attention of a couple of the students as they tiredly walk towards the entrance of the amusement park. For those who were still full energy spared a minute or two to try the rotor out.

As the day came closer to its end, many were exhausted and many conversations went on. Names were marked before boarding the bus. A few problems arise, but were dealt with.

In the end, Luna Park is a location which should be visited by both the adolescence as well as adults. This park offers a lot of excitement and gives the opportunity for an individual to enjoy themselves either by themselves or with friends and family members. The rides tests ones fear a how they could overcome these fears.

The reason we visited Luna Park for a Commerce excursion was to develop ideas for marketing our own theme park as a Commerce task. This was part of our unit in Commerce called Promoting and Selling. Thankyou to all our Commerce teachers for organising this great way to learn about promoting and selling. The teachers who attended were Mr Pisani, Ma Sproule, Ms Rawlinson and Ms Kench. This was a great day where we learnt heaps and had fun as well.

By: Jimmy Gao
This type of learning we could do all the time!!

Nabil and Gus auditioning for a work experience job. They were over qualified!!
SCHOOLS UNITE FOR AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS WEEK

Strathfield Girls High School and Homebush Boys High School joined forces in Australian Business Week. Students were divided into 18 ‘company’ teams who operated various hotel businesses in a simulated competitive environment. Each team faced many challenges; including maintaining their share price, winning and losing market share from other teams as well as producing a commercial, a trade display, an annual report and a presentation to decide who the ABW champions for the week.

As the week progressed, the mentors saw the students grow with confidence as they made their decisions in the simulation game. Students quickly found their strengths taking on roles of CEO, marketing manager, finance manager and operations manager. A fury of creativity and strategic decisions as well as crunching numbers, writing annual reports and public speaking.

James Burton, Raymond Cai, Rowan Castro and Koray Cetindag were part of team ‘Oasis’ who were the overall champions of ABW.

Scott Worthington summed it up “Wow! What a great week. Not only did we learn heaps about business, but we have forged new friendships while thoroughly enjoying ourselves”.

Our Yr 8 student representatives at the Geography Trivia Quiz competition
2011 - 2012 Summer Sportsperson of the Week

2/11/11

Gavin Cheng – 2nd Grade Tennis
Angus Armstrong – Junior A Oztag
Tommy N'Dressner – Junior A Oztag
Athony Lopes - Junior B Oztag
Daniel Lopes - Junior B Oztag
Mohamed Abdalla – 14’s Basketball
Jonah Bolden – 1st Grade Basketball
Libeesan Sukirthan – 1st Grade Volleyball
Willis Choi - 1st Grade Volleyball
Andrew Finch – 2nd Grade Volleyball
Brian Lee – 2nd Grade Volleyball
James Cai -14’s Tennis
Arun Theagarajan – 15’s Tennis
Harley Su – 15’s Basketball
Panayioti Constanti – 14B Cricket
Francis Shin – 2nd Grade Waterpolo
Serge Houhiias – 1st Grade Waterpolo
Ambrose Hill – 1st Grade Waterpolo
Mohammad Khan – 14A Cricket – 32 runs
Thooy Santhirathas – 14A Cricket
Arivindraan Selverajoo – 14’s Volleyball
Kenan Manasirli – 14’s Volleyball
Khan Milligan – 14’s Volleyball
James Burton – Senior Futsal
Nicol Brodie – 15’s Cricket
Dominic Yates – Powells Creek
Jacob Effendi – Junior B Oztag
Dalian Ivelja – Junior B Oztag
Nic Fletcher – Junior A Oztag
Vincent Christy – Junior A Oztag
Kaya Bremner – Junior A Oztag
Sohaib Ansari – 15’s Cricket
Arun Abaysingham – 2nd Grade Volleyball
Fadi Alamaddeine – 2nd Grade Volleyball
Willis Choi – 1st Grade Volleyball
Oussama Lattab – 1st Grade Volleyball
Sumat Belani – 3rd Grade Cricket
Sebastion Labonne – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 150

9/11/11

Peraveenan Jeyarasa – 15’s Volleyball
Ramanan Dritharan – 15’s Volleyball
Toee Naing – 14’s Volleyball
Omer Cenk – Senior Futsal
Adam Saker – Junior Futsal
Raghav Rampal – 14B Cricket

William Phan – 14’s Basketball
Vipullan Puvanendran – 14A Cricket – 23 runs
Jin Woo Park – Senior Baseball
Oliver Smith – Senior Baseball
Tianshu Bai – Junior House Basketball
Mouhammad El-Helou – Senior A Oztag
Andrew Simpson – Junior Baseball
James Foskey – Junior Baseball
Vincent Kuo – 14’s Tennis
Henry Prentice – 15’s Tennis
Philip Maxwell – 2nd Grade Waterpolo
Matthew Gu – 15’s Waterpolo
Serge Houhiias – 1st Grade Waterpolo
Michael Parker – 1st Grade Waterpolo
Adam Zong – 15’s Basketball
David Jesuthasan – 2nd Grade Cricket – 33 Runs
Athithan Thirunanthak – 2nd Grade Cricket – 33 Runs
Nicholas Jorgensen – Junior B Oztag
Dion Lin – Junior B Oztag
Dominic Yates – Powells Creek
Jacob Effendi – Junior B Oztag
Dalian Ivelja – Junior B Oztag
Nic Fletcher – Junior A Oztag
Vincent Christy – Junior A Oztag
Kaya Bremner – Junior A Oztag
Sohaib Ansari – 15’s Cricket
Arun Abaysingham – 2nd Grade Volleyball
Fadi Alamaddeine – 2nd Grade Volleyball
Willis Choi – 1st Grade Volleyball
Oussama Lattab – 1st Grade Volleyball
Sumat Belani – 3rd Grade Cricket
Sebastion Labonne – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 150

David Lee – Ten Pin Bowling - Bowled a 143
Varun Lal – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 120
Richard Li – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 176
Simon Nicholls – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 134
Sanjay Antonito – Ten Pin Bowling - Bowled a 121
Jonathan Zhu – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 120
Oshi Barkat – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 133
Michael Napoli – 15’s Waterpolo
Andrew Benedict – 2nd Grade Cricket – 2 excellent catches
Aryaman Baisyet – 14B Cricket
Ankit Bista – 14B Cricket
Sivasai Tharmarajah – 14B Cricket – 3 wickets
Ramanan Siranthan – 15’s Volleyball
Vidhushan Paheerathan 15’s Volleyball
Khan Milligan – 14’s Volleyball
Arivindraan Selverajoo – 14’s Volleyball
Harley Su – 15’s Basketball
Sang Yoon – Junior Baseball
Paul Kim – Junior Baseball
Angus Armstrong – Junior A Oztag
Taniela Moekiola – Junior A Oztag
Ziad Afiouni – Junior A Oztag
Amin Chami – Junior B Oztag
Nadim Kassem - Junior B Oztag
Dion Lin - Junior B Oztag
Willis Choi – 1st Grade Volleyball
Andrew Finch – 1st Grade Volleyball
Mikail Ozdemir – 2nd Grade Volleyball
Arun Abayasingham - 2nd Grade Volleyball
Kevin Yang – Junior Futsal
James Burton – Senior Futsal
Tim Davidson – Senior Futsal
Michael Papallo – Senior Baseball
Vipul Lal – Senior Baseball
Stivy Tran – 2nd Grade Basketball
Justin Cheng – 1st Grade Basketball
Igor Gainulin -14’s Waterpolo
Daniel Yuan – 14’s Waterpolo
James Cai – 14’s Tennis
Aaron Coughran – 15’s Tennis
Soumil Chhibber – 1st Grade Cricket – 91 runs not out
Rowan Castro – 1st Grade Waterpolo
Liam Heron – 2nd Grade Waterpolo
Aron Sandhu – Junior House Basketball
Nicholas Jorgenson - Junior B Oztag
Rantin Momen – Powells Creek
Sebastion Labonne – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 160
David Lee – Ten Pin Bowling - Bowled a 123
Zhijie Yang – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 162
Lukas Sorensen – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 155
Khaled Allazze – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 128
Simon Nicholls – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 149
Hussam Elmadbouly – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 168

23/11/11
Toee Naing – 14’s Volleyball
Khan Milligan – 14’s Volleyball
Hao Yin – 15’s Volleyball
Willis Choi – 1st Grade Volleyball
Libeesan Sukirthan – 1st Grade Volleyball
Fadi Alameddine -2nd Grade Volleyball
Zak Bardouh – 2nd Grade Volleyball
Zac Foster – 14’s Waterpolo
Jay Houhlias – 14’s Waterpolo
Freeman Lin – 15’s Waterpolo
Otis Burian-Hodge – 15’s Waterpolo
Ambrose Hill – 1st Grade Waterpolo
Ali Baddah – 2nd Grade Waterpolo
Paul Lee – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 136
Jonathan Wong See – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 135
Jack Luo – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 128
Nadim El-Khadem – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 126
Mohammed Abdul-Rahman – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 153
Hussam Elmadbouly – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 162

30/11/11
Hao Yin – 15’s Volleyball
Peraveenan Jeyarasa – 15’s Volleyball
Toee Naing – 14’s Volleyball
Harry Griffin-Colls – Junior Futsal
Ender Kadayifci – Junior Futsal
Brian Griffin-Colls – Senior Futsal
Nathan Carter – Senior Futsal
Hashir Syed – 14B Cricket – 3 wickets
Adam Zong – 15’s Basketball
Thooy Santhirathas – 14A Cricket – 3 wickets
Andrew Troung – 2nd Grade Basketball
Ambrose Hill – 1st Grade Waterpolo
Michael Parker – 1st Grade Waterpolo
Dane Kennedy – 1st Grade Waterpolo
Nicol Brodie – 15’s Cricket
Richard Nghiem – 15’s Cricket
Simon Cho – 14’s Basketball
Mitchell Taylor – 15’s Waterpolo
Josh Rogers – 15’s Waterpolo
Gordon Fu – Junior Baseball – Outstanding outfield catch
Paul Kim – Junior Baseball
Jun Lee – Junior Baseball
Indranil Chakravarty – 1st Grade Tennis
Srinivas Byreddy – 15’s Tennis
Ananth Kumaralingam – 14’s Tennis
Dylan Fuller – Junior A Oztag
Kirk-Stephen Tulavii – Junior A Oztag
Koheleti Vaitaki – Junior A Oztag
Amin Chami – Junior B Oztag
Sebastian Labonne – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 145
David Lee – Ten Pin Bowling - Bowled a 149
Fawaz Mahfouz – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 135
Tamer Soufy – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 142
Laughlin Nelson – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 128
David Gajic – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 150

7/12/11
Koray Alcin – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 123
Rowshan Aziz – Ten Pin Bowling - Bowled a 122
Paul Lee – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 128
Arya Dhingra – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 152
Mohammed Saqar – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 162
Quentin Yeung – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 152
Varun Lal – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 142
Matthew Yu – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 152
Rodwan Ayoush – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 140
Hussam Elmadbouly – Ten Pin Bowling – Bowled a 158
Matthew Qian – Powells Creek Tennis

Mr Letsios giving his tactical talk to the boys.

Just keep them up the other end boys!
AROUND THE SCHOOL

Ms Gobel with 1st Grade Waterpolo

Mr Smith with the U/15’s Waterpolo team

The U/14 Waterpolo team

Dr Balan with the Davidson Shield cricket team

Our boys carving it up.

Another boundary for Soumil
Ms Sproule being congratulated by Mr Jurd for her efforts at presentation night

Outstanding results from Kevin, Hassan and Henry in the School Certificate

Lachlan Foster models the new design for the 2012 Yr12 jersey

Bill’s last assembly at Homebush BHS

Young Bill hasn’t changed a bit!!